
Future Health Total Wellness Program coming online on

Future Health Modules Online on Kindle

Random House is going to let me have a new edition.
They will update the ISBN.
Thrives on the many projects she has going on.
We are beginning the countdown for the new website.

Going through why we are selling products now.
The products are out there to give information and products
that will help people will complete themselves.
Don't have to find the next fad.
This is it, the end of the line of helpful things.

escalating.

They are expensive products to make.
It wasn't enough of a good price point to do affiliates,
distributors, wholesale, etc.
I've run into a situation with wholesale and practitioners
where they aren't happy they are not getting 100% markup.

a very cheap product.
Wholesalers are not happy because they can't double the
price.
They pay their rent with what they make on supplements.

formulas because they won't be able to sell their other
supplements.
People need to have something that works.
Natural medicine doctors make half their income on
supplements.

Is in patent process. Withdrew one patent but are 
reinstating it now that we are getting new technical
information.
I'm new to the situation with practitioners.
I had no idea that this is how practitioners made their
money.
Doctors are tied into a system where they have high
income.
Medical monopoly gets paid first.
Everyone else down the line gets money where they can.

They do a lot of testing and sell a lot of supplements.
My holistic medical doctor friends in NY say their overhead
Is 80%.

Kindle for $.99

http://amazon.com Under Kindle Store

It will be called http://rnareset.com

The old distributor set the price for RnA Drops, and it kept

I set the price for ReMag/ReLyte/ReAline.

It's almost like multi-level marketing, where you start with

Practitioners are not going to be able to use the completement

RnA Drops price will drop.

Most naturopaths are not covered by insurance.

http://amazon.com/
http://rnareset.com/


In a holistic practice there's a lot of education. Patients
either pays for it by fees or supplements or testing.
A very commercial system.
Wholesaling led to the excess shipping charges and the
rest of it.
This is a very tricky situation. I'd love to give the product
away, but we know that can't happen.
I'll make the products available to individuals.
10% discount on case lots. That is as far as we will go.

cheaper and cheaper products.
As I understand it, the affiliates weren't getting paid at a
certain point.

What I had wanted was something innovative that didn't
use marketing ploys and fear-based tactics.
There's no desperation here to sell these products.
We're not trying desperately to make a lot of money or 
talk you into anything.
We will be announcing Living Water and Bread of Life soon.
It's whosoever will.
That's what I wanted to have done in the past.
But, it turned out quite strange.
Things don't have to be complicated and what everyone
wants.
I'm looking for eight people to get a free copy of my Future 
Health Now Encyclopedia (PDF) in exchange for editing 50 
pages of the book.
Gone up to 400 pages now.
Just simple editing.

Birth control pill wastes magnesium and zinc.
Discussion about copper and birth control pills.

We are up against commercial factors.

In the USA Americans pay $215.
In the USA, whatever is out there, we have to jack the price
up to make as much money as possible off people's
illness.
I don't support this in drugs or supplements.
Even though I've had a bad month, I'm allowing things to
pass through me.

No affiliate or autoship program. That was promoted to get

Autoship was marketed as a threat of a price increase.

You can email me at help@drcarolyndean.com.
Birth control; is it okay to take ReLyte
Worried about hormone interactins.
ReLyte will help you with birth control pill.

ReLyte is the perfect supplement to take when you are on
birth control pills, along with ReMag.

Medscape article on price of medicines.
Example: Nexium – Dutch pay $23 for this drug.

mailto:help@drcarolyndean.com


I'm not overly concerned although I'm highly uncomfortable.

Have the kind of leg cramps that wake me up.
Don't have those.

Teaspoon 3 times a day. Haven't had a cramp since there.

types of cramps.
Magnesium RBC is 5.78.

you are going through a transition, experimenting with
amounts of minerals that can do you no harm.
Just don't push your thyroid too much with the thyroid
minerals. If your pulse gets elevated, you'll know if you
are having an excess of thyroid minerals.
Blood pressure has stayed under 140. 
Did decide to wean off one of my blood pressure medications.
If you are on any medication, that means you need more

optimum.

yeast in the crevices of my body.

too much.
Want to balance yeast detox.
You are the norm of the types of clients I speak to.

proceed faster.
I've always had low body temperature most of my life.
I experience being super hot at night.

in the morning at 94 plus and only go up to around 96.

Thyroid issue symptoms – low temp but feeling hot.
Blood pressure issues can relate to that.
That will all balance out.
It's the erratic nature from an imbalance.
Keep us posted on what is going on.
Is Sovereign Silver an anti-inflammatory?
It's mostly an anti-infection.
If it gets rid of an infection, it gets rid of inflammation.
Are you still going to be offering the sample bottle.
Yes.
Customer Service line announcements as we progress.

ReLyte seems to be what my body is wanting.

Am having cramps on my side. I upped my ReLyte to a 

What about your ReMag? I think of magnesium for those

So, maybe you are right about your ReLyte.
RnA Drops gives the detachment of the mind and knowing

ReMag even if the blood test shows you are close to

No danger of taking too much ReMag.
If I take ReMag 3 times a day, the yeast comes up.
I feel more symptoms when I take ReMag. I can feel the

I don't take the ReMag on days when I feel it's going to be

Yes, the ReAline would be good to help the detoxification

Before ReLyte/ReMag, my temperature would start out

Since ReLyte/ReMag, it's going to 97-98.

Fulfillment Center – they are not iONettes yet.



We hope that the website will be so fully automated,
they won't need to call in.
Instructional websites, FAQs, books.
Bring product questions to the radio show.

We are not going to be a service where people can call
and chat all day about the products.

Do you think it's because of insurance there's a markup on
medications?
Is there a connection between mercury and yeast?
Mercury is an antibiotic and will kill off good and bad
bacteria. This allows yeast overgrowth.
It kills all bacteria. That's why they use it as a preservative
in all the vaccines.
In dental fillings they use it because it's a soft soldering
material. It's not a brittle substance.

RBC from 5.7 to 6.3.

I don't really care about that many other minerals to find
their levels. I'm not big on testing.
If something is required, I'll test.

this and that.
Those are the most efficient or effective test.
The serum test will give the level in the blood stream.
A lot of testing is a bit of the less than position.
Be sure when you get your RBC, don't take magnesium
the morning of or the night before.

Ginney will be the customer service person.

If they want to do that, they can go to PayDay.

Completement Products for 5 months.

requestatest for minerals?

Go on the requestatest website and dial up RBC zinc and
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